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Abstract. demetra Application is a holistic integrated and 
scalable bioinformatics web‑based tool designed to assist 
medical experts and researchers in the process of diagnosing 
endometriosis. The application identifies the most prominent 
gene variants and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) 
causing endometriosis using the genomic data provided for 
the patient by a medical expert. The present study analyzed 
>28.000 endometriosis‑related publications using data mining 
and semantic techniques aimed towards extracting the 
endometriosis‑related genes and SNPs. The extracted knowl‑
edge was filtered, evaluated, annotated, classified, and stored 
in the demetra Application database (dAd). Moreover, an 
updated gene regulatory network with the genes implements 
in endometriosis was established. This was followed by the 
design and development of the demetra Application, in which 
the generated datasets and results were included. The appli‑
cation was tested and presented herein with whole‑exome 
sequencing data from seven related patients with endome‑
triosis. Endometriosis‑related SNPs and variants identified 
in genome‑wide association studies (GWAS), whole‑genome 
(WGS), whole‑exome (WES), or targeted sequencing informa‑
tion were classified, annotated and analyzed in a consolidated 
patient profile with clinical significance information. Probable 
genes associated with the patient's genomic profile were 

visualized using several graphs, including chromosome 
ideograms, statistic bars and regulatory networks through 
data mining studies with relative publications, in an effort to 
obtain a representative number of the most credible candidate 
genes and biological pathways associated with endometriosis. 
An evaluation analysis was performed on seven patients 
from a three‑generation family with endometriosis. All the 
recognized gene variants that were previously considered to 
be associated with endometriosis were properly identified in 
the output profile per patient, and by comparing the results, 
novel findings emerged. This novel and accessible webserver 
tool of endometriosis to assist medical experts in the clinical 
genomics and precision medicine procedure is available at 
http://geneticslab.aua.gr/.

Introduction

Endometriosis is a relatively common, enigmatic, benign, 
estrogen‑dependent gynecological illness, characterized by 
the growth of endometrial tissue and the proliferation of endo‑
metrial glands and stroma in ectopic sites, with most common 
manifestations appearing in the pelvic cavity occurring in sites 
other than the uterine cavity, most commonly in the pelvic 
cavity (1). This condition is mainly associated with pelvic 
pain, dysmenorrhea, dyspareunia and impaired fertility (2). 
Previous gene association studies, genome‑wide association 
studies (GWAS) and meta‑analyses have identified various 
endometriosis‑associated loci, with the list of the novel ones 
still being enriched (3,4).

Endometriosis markedly affects the health of women, 
as well as the quality of their life. The gold standard for the 
diagnosis of endometriosis involves laparoscopy and biopsy, 
that is, a surgical visual inspection of the pelvic organs, while 
the development of protocols concerning the treatment of this 
condition aims for the preservation of patient fertility (5). 
Advances in modern technologies and bioinformatics have 
greatly contributed to the generation of large‑scale biological 
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data, thus leading biomedical sciences to the ‑omics era. 
currently, the search for novel biomarkers for use in endo‑
metriosis continues, and the ‑omics technologies have greatly 
contributed to this direction. The ‑omics have revolutionized 
endometriosis research, and this is proven by the vast number 
of related publications to date (6). In a recent review, multiple 
studies based on the high‑throughput ‑omics technologies 
were presented, in an attempt to gain insight into all consider‑
able advantages that they may confer to proper management 
of endometriosis (7). The need for non‑invasive biomarkers 
is invaluable and urgent, considering that the average delay 
between the first symptoms and the laparoscopic diagnosis is 
estimated at approximately seven years (7). The early diag‑
nosis of endometriosis in combination with proper genetic 
counseling may facilitate couples to give birth to children 
at a younger age (of the woman), at an earlier stage of endo‑
metriosis, which is characterized by a decreased infertility. 
Furthermore, the use of non‑invasive biomarkers will lead to 
the elimination of unnecessary laparoscopies (8). According 
to the current literature, ~5% of adolescent girls aged between 
15‑19 experience severe dysmenorrhea not relieved by 
combined oral contraceptives (cOcs) and analgesics, a situa‑
tion suggestive of endometriosis. Furthermore, other common 
variable symptoms that may present in young women with 
endometriosis include dyspareunia in sexually active females, 
as well as gastrointestinal and urinary tract disturbances (9). 
Of note, endometriosis is reported to be a differential diagnosis 
for chronic pelvic pain in adolescent and younger women. 
Although there are silent (asymptomatic) cases of endometri‑
osis, the majority of symptoms are non‑specific and may result 
in a delay in diagnosis due to the overlapping clinical features 
with other gynecologic and non‑gynecologic conditions. Thus, 
the early and timely detection of endometriosis with non‑inva‑
sive procedures may prevent the delay in diagnosis, which can 
interfere with the quality of life of patients and may result in 
emotional distress. Moreover, the failure of early recognition 
and sufficient management may exacerbate the progression of 
the disease and the development of adhesions that may affect 
fertility and the risk of the development and maintenance of 
chronic pain (10).

Advanced techniques in modern genetics and the increasing 
number of health studies related to genetic and genomic data 
render precision medicine and consumer genetics a new 
reality (11). The implementation of a whole‑genome (WGS) 
or whole‑exome sequencing (WES) data set as a principal 
test has provided beneficial information for a more precise 
diagnosis, aiding and clarifying other conventional tests, while 
decreasing the number of targeted genetic tests and eventually 
the time required to perform a full genetic diagnosis (12). The 
impact of communicating genetic risks is increasingly impor‑
tant for the prevention and treatment of a number of diseases 
and are rapidly extended to the field of application and prac‑
tice, as emerging novel genomic pipelines permit more health 
experts to use information concerning their patients' genetic 
profiles and gene variants (11,13).

In recent decades, the rapid developments of new tech‑
nologies in the ‑omic sciences have produced vast amounts of 
data. The processing and analysis of such large amounts of 
data require the understanding of the type of data by inferring 
structure or generalizations from the data and sophisticated 

computational analyses towards drawing conclusions (14). The 
implementation of data mining and semantic techniques in the 
field of bioinformatics has been widely used for solving such 
issues, including problem definition, data collection, data anno‑
tation, data preprocessing, modeling and validation (12,15). 
The importance of applying such efficient techniques will grow 
as researchers continue to generate and integrate large quanti‑
ties of genomics, proteomics, transcriptomics, lipidomics, 
metabolomics, secretomics and other ‑omics biological data. 
Examples of this type of specialized analyses include GWAS, 
gene classification based on the literature per disease, the 
clustering of gene expression data, single nucleotide polymor‑
phism (SNP) classification per disease, regulatory networks 
of protein‑protein interactions, and numerous other applica‑
tions (12,16,17). The demetra Application (App) webserver is 
an example that incorporates the application of bioinformatics 
and data mining technologies to support the clinical genomic 
diagnosis process of endometriosis (Fig. 1).

The present study demonstrates the demetra App toolkit, 
a webserver capable of facilitating the clinical genomic diag‑
nosis process of endometriosis. The user, by uploading the 
patient's genetic data to the webserver, either as a FASTA or 
VCF data file, automatically scans the nucleotide sequence 
against thousands of relevant recorded SNPs. At the same 
time, the Demetra App applies different filtering, processing 
and annotation techniques, towards identifying and visual‑
izing the most probable dominant and relevant variants 
related to endometriosis. The Demetra App toolkit identifies 
and classifies all the candidate SNPs using an up‑to‑date 
curated database with SNPs and other clinical information, 
and provides those gene variants and SNPs with probably 
functional pathogenic effects in endometriosis, guided by 
explanatory information and direct links to several online 
databases such as the dbSNP and LitVar databases (18,19). 
Additionally, the demetra App extracts and exports other 
important information related to the identified variants in the 
patient's profile, including chromosome ideograms, statistics 
bars, a regulatory gene networks, and several relevant publi‑
cations from the PubMed database.

Data and methods

Demetra App Database (DAD) of SNPs and variants for 
endometriosis. The dAd aimed to develop a resource with 
all genes, SNPs and variants associated with endometriosis 
reported in the online databases and the literature. The 
PubMed database depository was initially mined in order 
to detect and extract entries related to ‘endometriosis’. 
The query was limited to human studies only. The articles 
retrieved were curated using data mining techniques aimed 
towards identifying those containing gene names by using 
a dictionary from the gene database of the National center 
for Biotechnology Information (NcBI) (20). A search query 
was built using regular expressions by combining each gene 
or variant with their synonyms and the keyword ‘endome‑
triosis’ (21). The extracted genes, SNPs and variants referred 
in the article dataset were stored in dAd. Furthermore, each 
relevant PubMed reference abstract was mined for the provi‑
sion of additional information, such as MeSH/MEdLINE 
terms, polymorphisms/mutations described and other genes 
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in the reference studied for their role in endometriosis (21). 
Additional information was extracted and added to the dAd 
from several available online databases, including the Online 
Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database (22) and 
Endometriosis Knowledgebase (3). All the extracted SNPs 
and variants associated with endometriosis and contained 
in the dAd were annotated using key terms and external 
searches in the dbSNP, clinVar and LitVar databases of 
the NCBI (18,19,24), and representative FASTA files were 
generated using the human reference genome, GRch38, 
and the human mitochondrial complete genome (NcBI: 
Nc_012920.1). Preset windows of ~201 bases (100 before 
and 100 after the change/deletion or insertion of the poly‑
morphism) were applied to the corresponding genetic locus 
of each identified SNPs and representative FASTA files were 
generated. Finally, the information contained in the dAd was 
classified according the scoring function described below and 
the final outcome was manually evaluated by medical experts 
in endometriosis using the annotated information, results and 
the sources of origin as follows:

where VNorFrePub represents the normalized frequency of 
the identified SNPs from the PubMed dataset (Max = 1/Min = 0); 
VNorFreLitVar represents the normalized frequency of the 
identified SNPs based on the LitVar database output and 
endometriosis connections (Scalar value, Max = 1/Min = 0); 
VclinVar represents the Boolean Parameter (1 indicates that the 
SNP was identified in the ClinVar database and has a connection 
with endometriosis; 0 indicates that there is no profile in the 
clinVar database, or no connection to endometriosis); and 
VMedExperts represents the Boolean Parameter (1 indicates 
that the given SNP has been characterized as beiong associated 
with the endometriosis by the medical experts team; and 
0 indicates equal to no connection.

VCF or FASTA file validation and filtering. The uploaded file 
is validated for compliance with the standardized formats 
including, FASTA format or VcF format four, correspond‑
ingly (5). The FASTA headers should contain the genetic data 
labels and key terms and the genetic information sequence in 
a string of nucleotides >250 characters. FASTA entries must 
begin with the symbol ‘>’, and a tab separated at the end, have 
each the suitable data type, and have no duplicated header 
string names. Respectively, the VcF header should include 
the format information and the defined column names as they 
specified by the Global Alliance for Genomics and Health 
(https://www.ga4gh.org/) (5). VcF file columns must be 
separated with tabs, have no duplicated entries and each entry 
must contain only the proper data type without gaps. In this 
initial version, the file size that can be uploaded to the Demetra 
webserver must be ≤300 MB. In the next step of analysis in the 
demetra webserver pipeline, only SNPs and gene variants that 
have passed the quality and filtering controls will be consid‑
ered as an input structured database.

Identification of SNPs and variants. The demetra App 
webserver has two different SNP and variant identification 
processes depending on the type of the uploaded file (FASTA 
of VCF file). For each pipeline of the two main processes, the 
webserver uses the dAd of SNPs and variants associated 
with endometriosis to analyze and correlate the input curated 
dataset. In the case of a FASTA file, the application imple‑
ments the process of the local alignments with the dAd. Input 
entries identified with 100% identity in a range of a window 
of 200 bases within a given nucleotide sequence from dAd 
are reported and marked to the system as a candidate mutation 
case endometriosis. In the second case of the VCF file, all the 
endometriosis‑related SNPs and variants are identified based 
on the dAd's directory with the reported positions of SNPs 
and variants on each chromosome. Finally, all the identified 
cases in each case of the analysis are collected in a separated 
list with all the annotated information from the dAd.

Variant classification and interface representation. The 
demetra App classification procedure identifies the most 

Figure 1. Demetra Application webserver pipeline. Left to right: Input parameters (FASTA or VCL file and a selected reference genome), Demetra Application 
pipeline, Output files (SNP analysis results, candidate variants, patient profile and statistic charts, chromosome ideograms, relative publications with candidate 
variants and regulatory network). SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism.
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candidate and dominant deleterious SNPs and gene variants in 
the list of exonic and non‑coding polymorphisms. The graphic 
representation interface enables the user to see the patient endo‑
metriosis profile, which is presented through the three major 
classes of polymorphisms according to the application scoring 
function, namely ‘Strong‑associated SNPs’, ‘High‑associated 
SNPs’, and ‘Associated SNPs’. All the identified SNPs are 
classified in these three major classes based on the annotated 
information contained in the dAd. An additional list of all 
identified variants with necessary information, such as ‘snp_
name’, ‘chromosome’, ‘position’, ‘reference genome’, ‘change’, 
‘gene_name’, ‘variant_type’, ‘disease’, ‘litvar’ and ‘class’ is 
also provided to the user. Moreover, for each identified variant, 
the application provides an external link to the dbSNP and 
LitVar databases for reference to additional information.

A more specialized representation with chart bars and 
chromosome ideograms is presented based on the patient's 
identified polymorphism profile. This enables the user to better 
understand the general genetic profile for the patient, as well 
as to draw beneficial conclusions about the association of each 
chromosome in endometriosis development. With this more 
specialized analysis, conclusions can be drawn on how genes 
may be involved in endometriosis, not only as separate entities, 
but as part of specific chromosomal regions or as a cluster in a 
network or in a combination of both.

Data mining and semantics. The MEdLINE and PubMed 
databases were searched for English‑language publications 
that contain the key term ‘endometriosis’, with no date restric‑
tions (21). The Matlab Bioinformatics toolbox functions 
for data mining and semantics were used to extract gene 
names from the abstracts of the selected publications using a 
dictionary of the gene, allele and pseudogene names for Homo 
sapiens (17,26). Furthermore, using the same techniques, all 
the polymorphisms reported by at least two studies from the 
dataset were extracted. A second‑level analysis was performed 
in order to estimate the internal links between genes through 
selected publications. Internal links were created when genes, 
alleles, pseudogenes, or transcription factors were mentioned 
in the same publication. Finally, all the mining knowledge 

was processed through semantic algorithms contained in the 
Matlab ‘data Analysis for computational Biology’, towards 
estimating correlations among genes and generating the 
regulator network in a graph representation for endome‑
triosis (26‑28).

Demetra App web server security and availability. The 
demetra App web tool was used on a Secure XAMPP 
HTTP Apache webserver hosted on the computing facility 
of the School of Applied Biology and Biotechnology at the 
Agricultural University of Athens (AUA). All dAds and 
third‑party software packages used are locally installed, and 
thus there are no additional information transferred to other 
webservers. The user genomic data uploaded in the webserver 
are used for the demetra App pipeline only, while the results 
are stored privately and securely for a period of three months 
and subsequently deleted afterward. The pipeline for iden‑
tifying the most probable SNPs and gene variants causing 
endometriosis described above is executed in the webserver 
named, demetra Application web tool, using Windows, 
Apache, XAMPP, PHP, HTML, JavaScript, R and parallel 
computing architecture, and is openly available online at 
http://geneticslab.aua.gr/.

Results

Demetra App. The demetra App endometriosis database is an 
integrated resource for genes, alleles, pseudogenes, transcrip‑
tion factors and SNPs associated with endometriosis. The 
information and the several fields of knowledge contained 
in the DAD were evaluated and classified based on the novel 
pipeline and the specific scoring function were descripted in 
the present study. The dAd currently holds information on 
1,105 genes, alleles, pseudogenes and transcription factors, 
4,772 SNPs and 28,000 related publications (Fig. 2). Moreover, 
68 SNPs were detected in the coding region sites of genes 
(Fig. 3).

All the SNPs associated with endometriosis were manu‑
ally curated and classified into three major classes, including 
‘strong‑associated SNPs’ with 55 members, ‘high associ‑

Figure 2. demetra Application endometriosis database. SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism; OMIM, Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man.
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ated SNPs’ with 125 members and ‘associated SNPs’ with 
4,592 members (Fig. 2). Moreover, each polymorphism is 
described by a nucleotide sequence of ~200 bases using the 
Homo sapiens reference genome, GRch38. The database 
also includes information from the Gene database, dbSNP 
database, LitVar database, clinVar database, OMIM 
database and PubMed database. The information within the 
database is structured in several fields, and the knowledge is 

organized in a specific manner in order to serve the webserver 
application immediately and efficiently (Fig. 3).

Data mining and semantic analysis for endometriosis. A 
systematic data mining and semantic analysis of the most 
regularly reported genes and polymorphisms was performed 
in order to identify those that may play a critical role in endo‑
metriosis and may thus be of value in clinical genomics. For 
the purpose of the present study, 28,000 publications were 
analyzed, which contained the term ‘endometriosis’ in the 
title or abstract of the MEDLINE file. In the first level of the 
analysis, 1,105 gene, allele, pseudogene and transcription factor 
names or synonyms were identified, and 430 key terms were 
describing endometriosis, which was present in >10 publica‑
tions within the dataset (Fig. 4). The 30 most frequently 
identified key terms describing endometriosis are presented 
in Table I. Moreover, within the dataset, 320 different SNPs 
and 370 relative genes with endometriosis were reported 
and imported from online databases. Therefore, the analysis 
allowed the identification of polymorphisms that could poten‑
tially be included in the dAd, alongside the other SNPs that 
could definitely predispose to endometriosis. In the second 
level of analysis, 4,994 internal links among genes, alleles, 
pseudogenes and transcription factors were estimated through 
publications, and the regulatory network was calculated in a 
graph representation (Fig. 3). The major goal of this step of 
the analysis was to provide an exhaustive regulatory network 
in genes where are directly related to endometriosis (Fig. S1).

The extracted knowledge from the data mining and 
semantic analysis for endometriosis is included in the demetra 
App in a seamless way, where for each patient profile, the 
pre‑analyzed information is used towards drawing the corre‑
sponding gene regulatory network based on the identified genes 
from the SNPs results. The demetra App webserver contains 
all the pre‑analyzed data in an effort to calculate and draw the 

Figure 3. Database analysis results. (A) ‘x1’, ‘x2’ and ‘x3’ correspond to the number of the affected regions per SNP. (B) The five identified categories within the 
Demetra Database. (C) The identified types of SNPs within the Demetra Database. (D) The two major categories of the genomic regions identified categories 
within the demetra database. SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism.

Figure 4. Selection of genes, alleles, pseudogenes and transcription factors 
for data mining and semantic analysis.
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regulatory gene network of each patient. The application gener‑
ates a personalized regulatory network graph based on patient 
profile using all the identified SNPs related to genes, alleles, 
pseudogenes and transcription factors from the previous steps 
of the described pipeline. Thus, in addition to the detected 
polymorphisms, the demetra App is capable of returning a list 
of the genes directly involved in several biological processes 
with the reference identified genes. Furthermore, beyond the 
generated graph, all the internal links are provided in a list 
along with genes and relative publications.

Demetra App webserver. The demetra App webserver assists 
the health expert in confirming an endometriosis diagnosis 
for a patient using genetic information. This effective and 

time‑consuming otherwise pipeline has been designed by 
geneticists able to benefit from bioinformatics support and 
by medical experts in endometriosis aiming to evaluate and 
classify all the determined variants and genes related to 
endometriosis. due to the large amount of data required to be 
analyzed and the computational complexity of this pipeline, 
advanced bioinformatics techniques and parallel program‑
ming have been applied. It is estimated that using a parallel 
programming webserver requires much less time (10‑fold) to 
analyze and extract the final results. Based on various tests 
executed on the performance of this application, it was esti‑
mated that this webserver has the ability to analyze a VcF 
file of 37,000 variants and create a personalized patient profile 
in <20 min. The demetra App has been designed to reduce 

Table I. List of the 30 most frequently shown key terms describing endometriosis within the dataset.

A/A Key term A/A Key term

  1 Laparoscopy 16 Genitalia
  2 Infertility 17 Hysterectomy
  3 Endometrium 18 Ovarian cancer
  4 Endometrioma 19 Ovary
  5 Family planning 20 Fertility
  6 Pelvic pain 21 Reproduction
  7 Pregnancy 22 Ovarian reserve
  8 contraception 23 deep endometriosis
  9 dysmenorrhea 24 Endometriosis/complications
10 Uterus 25 Uterine neoplasms
11 Adenomyosis 26 Apoptosis
12 Deep infiltrating endometriosis 27 Hormones
13 Research methodology 28 Endocrine system
14 Urogenital system 29 Endometrial effects
15 Inflammation 30 Angiogenesis

Figure 5. demetra Application user interface.
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complexity and minimize probable errors, allowing health 
experts to inset only a patient's genomic data from FASTA or 
VCF file towards estimating a clear and concise output HTML 
file with the patient profile (Fig. 5).

The demetra App is a state‑of‑the‑art webserver, 
designed for health experts in the scientific field of medicine 
and clinical genomics who may not have advanced skills 
in computers to filter, classify and annotate SNPs variants 

Figure 6. demetra Application output interface, part 1.
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recognized in sequencing studies, to be allowed to choose and 
summarize the SNPs and gene variants that are associated 
with endometriosis. The demetra App output is an HTML 
file that describes the patient profile through six major areas 
of results, including ‘Server output details’, ‘SNPs Analysis 
Results for Endometriosis’, ‘Statistic charts’, ‘GWAS Analysis 
Results’, ‘Semantic and Data mining of identified Genes’ and 
‘Downloads’ (Figs. 6‑8). In the first results section, a summary 
of the analyzed information is presented including, the type 
of the data file analyzed, the number of the identified SNPs, 
and the date the analysis was performed (Fig. 6). In the second 
section, the results of the SNP classification are shown in three 
separated charts and a list of all identified SNPs with extra 
information for each SNP as extracted from the dAd (Fig. 6). 

The third results section is concerned with various statis‑
tics charts regarding identified SNPs and the overall SNPs 
contained in the dAd (Fig. 7). The fourth section provides 
GWAS analysis results in a graphical representation of the 
chromosome ideogram, where all the identified SNPs in each 
genetic locus per chromosome have been marked. Moreover, 
a statistical chart indicating the identified SNPs per chromo‑
some (Fig. 7) is shown. In the sixth section, the results from 
the data mining and semantic analysis are presented (Fig. 8). A 
list of all identified genes is provided with all the information 
mined from the relative publications towards calculating and 
drawing the regulatory network in a graph representation. The 
user can filter the list in several ways and has the option to 
retrieve the relevant publications that describe each internal 

Figure 7. demetra Application output interface, part 2.
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link within the network. Moreover, the beneficial knowledge 
of all connected genes with the identified genes is provided 
to the users. In the last results section, the user has the choice 
to download and save all the generated results from the dAd 
webserver (Fig. 8).

Demetra App validation. demetra App webserver valida‑
tion was performed by a retrospective study performed by 
Albertsen et al (29) on seven patients from a three‑generation 

family with endometriosis from the ‘Venizeleio and Pananio’ 
General Hospital of Heraklion, Greece. The WES data of the 
seven patients presented in the study by Albertsen et al (29) 
in detail, were reanalyzed using the demetra App webserver. 
A list with all known genes that were previously reported as 
‘endometriosis‑associated’ was properly identified in the final 
output HTML profile per patient, and by cross‑comparison 
of the results, new findings have emerged. The SNPs analysis 
performed identified the common pathogenic variants that 

Figure 8. demetra Application output interface, part 3.
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occurred within this family and were transmitted or imported 
from generation to generation. Moreover, a list of ‘high‑associ‑
ated’ and ‘strong‑associated’ polymorphisms that are directly 
related to endometriosis were identified and classified in each 
one of the seven patients (Table II). All tests were run with 
the demetra App using default parameters on the human 

reference genome GRch38 and the human mitochondrial 
complete genome (NcBI: Nc_012920.1). Furthermore, the 
demetra App was also successfully evaluated with different 
well‑reported cases of SNPs located in genes, which may play 
a critical role in the development of endometriosis, as shown 
in Table II.

Table II. Major SNP cases identified in the seven patients with endometriosis.

SNP chromosome change Gene Type class Patients Frequency

rs1056836 chr2 G>c cYP1B1 coding sequence variant A 01|02|03|04|05|06|07 7
rs13394619 chr2 G>A GREB1 Splice acceptor variant A 01|02|03|04|05|06|07 7
rs2258447 chr3 T>A/T>c MUc4 coding sequence variant A 01|02|03|04|05|06|07 7
rs700518 chr15 T>c cYP19A1 coding sequence variant A 01|02|03|04|05|06|07 7
rs1042522 chr17 G>c/G>T TP53 coding sequence variant A 01|02|03|04|05|06|07 7
rs2427284 chr20 A>G/A>T LAMA5 coding sequence variant A 01|02|03|04|05|06|07 7
rs10794288 chr11 c>G/c>T MUc2 coding sequence variant A 01|02|03|04|06|07 6
rs743572 chr10 A>G/A>T cYP17A1 5 Prime UTR variant A 01|02|03|04|07 5
rs10046 chr15 G>A MIR4713HG Intron variant A 01|02|03|04|06 5
rs2304402 chr2 G>A GREB1 coding sequence variant A 01|02|03|04|07 5
rs11549465 chr14 c>T IF1A coding sequence variant A 01|02|03|04 4
rs1799930 chr8 G>A NAT2 coding sequence variant A 01|02|03 3
rs4072111 chr15 c>T IL16 coding sequence variant A 04|05 2
rs5498 chr19 A>G IcAM1 coding sequence variant B 01|02|03|04|05|06 6
rs3783550 chr2 G>T IL1A Intron variant B 01|02|03|04|06 5
rs7103978 chr11 A>G/A>T MUc2 coding sequence variant B 01|03|04|07 4
rs113759408 chr8 G>A cYP11B1 Intron variant B 02|03 2
rs280523 chr19 G>A/G>c TYK2 coding sequence variant B 01|07 2
rs1801133 chr1 G>A MTHFR coding sequence variant B 03|07 2
rs1802669 chr10 G>A/G>T MLLT10 coding sequence variant B 01|04 2
rs605059 chr17 G>A/G>c/G>T HSd17B1 coding sequence variant B 01 1
rs500760 chr11 T>c PGR coding sequence variant B 06 1
rs2304256 chr19 c>A TYK2 coding sequence variant B 06 1
rs12720270 chr19 G>A TYK2 Intron variant B 06 1
rs1135352 chr1 T>c PTPN14 coding sequence variant c 01|02|03|04|05|06|07 7
rs3013451 chr1 G>A PTPN14 Intron variant c 01|02|03|04|05|06|07 7
rs7550799 chr1 T>A/T>c PTPN14 coding sequence variant c 01|02|03|04|05|06|07 7
rs2241820 chr12 c>A/c>T HOXc9 coding sequence variant c 01|02|03|04|05|06|07 7
rs10929757 chr2 A>c GREB1 coding sequence variant c 01|02|03|04|05|06 6
rs12470971 chr2 G>A GREB1 Intron variant c 01|02|03|04|05|06 6
rs1250259 chr2 T>A FN1 Missense variant c 01|02|03|04|05|06 6
rs2278868 chr17 c>T SKAP1 coding sequence variant c 01|02|04|05|06|07 6
rs7586970 chr2 T>c/T>G FPI coding sequence variant c 01|02|03|04|07 5
rs6973420 chr7 A>G cALd1 coding sequence variant c 01|02|03|04|07 5
rs2918308 chr19 A>c NFILZ 3 Prime UTR variant c 02|03|04|05 4
rs6169 chr11 c>T FSHB coding sequence variant c 01|02|03|04|07 5
rs430600 chr1 T>A/T>c PKN2 coding sequence variant c 02|03|04|05|06 5
rs6557210 chr6 G>A SYNE1 Intron variant c 01|02|04|05 4
rs10455097 chr6 A>c cd109 coding sequence variant c 02|03|04|06 4
rs2721939 chr8 c>T TRPS1 Intron variant c 01|05|07 3
rs6904364 chr6 T>c RMNd1 Intron variant c 05|06|07 3
rs2293889 chr8 T>c/T>G TRPS1 Intron variant c 01|05 2
rs1529868 chr2 c>T GREB1 Intron variant c 05|06 2
rs17082236 chr6 c>A SYNE1 coding sequence variant c 01 1

class ‘A’ is equal to ‘high‑associated’, class ‘B’ is equal to ‘strong‑associated’ and class ‘c’ is equal to ‘Associated’ SNPs. 
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Discussion

demetra App services aid the diagnosis of endometriosis using 
a patient's genetic profile through provided information that 
will eventually help to identify a patient's predisposition to 
endometriosis in the very early stages, even without any symp‑
toms. In the case where medical experts lack a clear etiology 
for the patient's condition, demetra App results can provide 
useful information about the patient profile and a list of the 
most critical polymorphisms present in the patient's genome 
and their association with several biological pathways.

The quality of the data for variants identified in the VCF 
file uploaded by the user many times may provide low reli‑
ability and pause several limitations. To deal with such issues, 
the Demetra App validates the VCF file and remove variants 
that did not pass the quality control thresholds. On the other 
hand, it can also enable the user to upload the raw sequences or 
genotype data and provides a pre‑processed analysis through 
which a generated VCF file is passed into the main pipeline 
of the webserver. Thus, the user has the option to analyze both 
VCF and FASTA files without any restrictions.

DAD contains all the identified SNPs related to endome‑
triosis, classified into three major classes. The quality of the 
information in the individual databases has possible limitations, 
and clinical databases may include nonverified annotations, as 
clinical research is being produced at ever faster rates. In an 
effort to ensure the predictive performance and the reliability 
of the system, so far, we opted for the manual update of the 
SNP DAD following validation and classification of the candi‑
date SNPs by a team of medical experts.

In conclusion, endometriosis is an inherited multifacto‑
rial illness that is usually detected at a fairly advanced stage, 
preventing doctors from treating it well from an early stage. The 
demetra App was designed to support physician diagnosis from 
the early stages by using the genomic data of the patient. The 
comprehensible interface of the demetra App was designed to 
be used besides the clinical genomics scientists by many other 
health experts. Its output presents the examined patient's profile 
through which the user is provided with a structured set of results 
in various categories, which are generated based on the list of 
the most predictable candidate gene variants related to endome‑
triosis. The majority of the current clinical genomics tools, web 
tools, and applications are scientifically oriented for geneticists 
and bioinformaticians and are not developed to be executed by 
medical doctors or other scientists. In this sense, the demetra 
App is an easy‑to‑use integrated public web server for endome‑
triosis, designed with the aim of bringing personalized medicine 
and personal genomics tools to the scientific community.
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